
 

 

ArtForms Arts Creative Projects 2016-17 

Our creative projects support teaching and learning in all curriculum areas. Responsive to curriculum 

needs, they are delivered in collaboration with the class teacher by experienced artists and arts 

organisations.  The menu of projects is constantly changing throughout the year.

 

Visual Art Workshops 
*NEW* Street Art in your School  Cost: £290 
This engaging and practical workshop will give pupils the opportunity to explore real life examples of street art 

and develop their understanding of how history has informed the content of many street artists’ work. 

Curriculum links: Art and Design. Suitable for one class of KS1 and KS2 pupils. 

 

*NEW* Magic Garden   Cost: £275 
Discover the wonders of new materials and nature. Explore, draw and learn how to use clay and plaster to create 

Magic Gardens which will last forever! 

Curriculum links: Visual Art and Science. Suitable for one class of KS2 pupils. 

 

*NEW* Bring Drawing to Life   Cost: £250 
Using a variety of materials (e.g. pencils, charcoal, pastels, graphite) pupils will use drawing as a way to explore 

the human body and skeleton in this session designed to develop cross curricular links between the Science and 

Art national curriculum objectives. 
Curriculum links: Visual Art and Science. Suitable for one class of KS1 and KS2 pupils. 

 

 

Design and Technology Workshops 
 

*NEW* The Den Experiment   Cost: £300, £400, £450 (see booking options) 
Bring your history topics to life with this workshop from the ‘Den Man’. Choose from either Knights and Castles 

or settlements from the Stone Age. 

Curriculum links: D&T, History, Literacy, Maths. Suitable for 1, 2 or 3 classes of KS1 and KS2 pupils 

 

*NEW* 3D Animal Kingdom   Cost: £300 
Using newspaper, cardboard, sticky tape and plaster this workshop explores a straightforward approach to 

creating animals and birds in sculpture. 

Curriculum links: D&T, Visual Art, and Science. Suitable for one class of KS1 and KS2 pupils. 

 

 

Literacy Workshops 
 

*NEW* Story Slam Championship Day Cost: £350 
This workshop is designed to engage larger groups to re-tell stories old and new, through performance poetry. 

Curriculum links: Literacy, Poetry, Storytelling. Suitable for KS2 and KS3 
 

 

 The Travelling Storyteller   Cost: £250 
Pupils will examine and explore the Travelling Storyteller’s mysterious objects, finding out their hidden stories 

and tales. This first-hand experience is designed to stimulate the children’s imagination and curiosity. 

Curriculum links: Literacy, Spanish Language and Geography. Suitable for up to 5 classes of KS1 and KS2 pupils. 



 

 

 

History Workshops 
 

‘Artefacts of the Ancients’ and ‘The Two Thousand Year Old Potter’ Cost: £275 
Stimulated by objects, pictures and antiquities from the Artemis collection, pupils make their own ancient 

artefacts from a variety of historical periods; Ancient Egypt or China, Pre-Roman Britain, Ancient Greece, Roman, 

Viking or Anglo Saxon. 

Curriculum Links: Visual Art and Ancient History. Suitable for one class of KS2 pupils. 
 

*NEW* Romans at Play and War  Cost: £270 
Explore the dramatic world of the Romans through an active outdoor learning day. 

Curriculum links: History, Drama, D&T, Outdoor Learning. Suitable for one class of KS2 pupils. 
 

 

London’s Burning: Fire, Fire!   Cost: £260 
This workshop is designed to help pupils in KS1 to understand the context of the Great Fire of London, inspire 

ideas for writing through an exciting multisensory experience and develop valuable fire safety knowledge.  

Curriculum links: History, Literacy and Science. Suitable for one class of KS1 pupils. 

 

*NEW* Maya Maths Magic   Cost: £260 
The Maya people were sophisticated artists and mathematicians. Pupils will apply their knowledge of maths to 

explore various aspects of Maya art, including: number, multiplication, 2D Shape, symmetry, fractions and area.  
Curriculum links: Maths, History, Art. Suitable for one class of KS2 pupils. 

 

 

Science Workshops 
 

*NEW* Dr Aitkenside’s Herbs  Cost: £300 
This is a fantastic way to learn more about Anglo Saxon life, including beliefs and practices from the period. The 

cross curricular creative project will also introduce pupils to gardening and explore why and how plants are 

useful in our daily lives. 

Curriculum links: History, Science, Literacy, Art, D&T and Geography. Suitable for one class of KS2 pupils. 
 

Creatures of the Rainforest   Cost: £275 

Stimulated by photographs from Tropical World and animals and insects from the Artemis collection, children 

will study the forms of insects and other small animals to create their own rainforest models. 

Curriculum Links: Science, Geography and Visual Art. Suitable for one class of FS, KS1 and KS2 pupils. 

 
 
 

HOW TO BOOK 
 

All our bookings are now taken through the Leeds for Learning website. To book a Creative Project for your school, please speak 
to your finance officer as they will have access to your schools Leeds for Learning account. ArtForms ARTS SLA schools receive 

20% discount on all our Creative Projects. 
 

 If you have any questions please contact us:  
Email: sarah.botterill@leeds.gov.uk     Tel: 0113 378 2855 

 

http://www.leedsforlearning.co.uk/Services/2448
mailto:sarah.botterill@leeds.gov.uk

